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By LI WEI DU SHU LING SHI LI CHUN SUN LEI MING XIE

paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And
Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after the
shipment.Pages Number: 239 Publisher: China Electric Power
Publishing House Pub. Date :2009-08. The book is divided into 11
chapters. including theoretical articles and training articles of
two parts. The main contents include theoretical articles used
semiconductor devices. the basic amplifier circuit. integrated
op-amp circuit and application of the basic components. DC
power supply. logic gates and combinational logic circuits. flip-
flops and sequential logic circuits. DA converter and AD
converter and so on. Training includes articles mainly resistors.
capacitors and inductors awareness and detection;
semiconductor devices and integrated block awareness and
detection devices; used electronic instruments. electronic devices
and manual welding tools welding methods; analog electronic
circuit installation and commissioning ; digital electronics
installation and commissioning. This book moderate depth;
structure and innovative teaching methods; only put forward a
clear knowledge of the target. there are specific skills objectives;
sections with thinking and practice. each chapter has summary
and exercises. is a unique vocational education materials.
Contents: Introduction Chapter 1 Theoretical articles
semiconductor devices commonly used in the basic knowledge
1.1 1.2 pn semiconductor junction diode 1.3 1.5 1.4 Special...
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Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just
effortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Rom a ine Rippin-- Rom a ine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lyda  Da vis II--  Lyda  Da vis II
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